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ABSTRACT: There are many interfaces in conventional nanostructured silicon
anodes for LIBs, including (1) the solid−electrolyte interface (SEI), (2) interfaces
between Si nanoparticles (NPs) and binders, and (3) interface between the current
collector and active materials (CCAMI). Interfacial layers (e.g., graphene, activated
carbon) coated on conventional Cu foil current collectors are often used to
improve charge transfer and reduce CCAMI resistance. Indeed, our detailed
studies show that the introduction of interfacial graphene layers results in an ∼20−
60% increase in capacity after 500 cycles at 0.1 C. While the capacity is enhanced
by inclusion of interfacial layers or conductive additives, they do not resolve
problems associated with the diffusion of Li+ ions in the anode. Such electrodes
that cannot accommodate the fast diffusion of Li+ ions are prone to plating. Here,
we show that the use of freestanding and scalably produced carbon nanotube (CNT) Bucky paper or Bucky sandwich electrodes
containing Si NPs (diameter of ∼100 nm) exhibits up to ∼1200 and 1900% increases in the gravimetric capacity after 500 cycles at
0.1 C, respectively, when discharged to 0.1 V. Using detailed electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, we show that the diffusion
time constants in the Bucky paper and Bucky sandwich electrodes are increased by 2 orders of magnitude compared to that in the
bare Cu foil. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the Bucky paper and Bucky sandwich electrodes can withstand high rates up to 4 C
and show long cycle life up to ∼500 cycles at 0.1 C. Finally, we show that the Bucky sandwich electrode architecture with smaller
diameter Si NPs (∼30 nm) leads to capacities as high as ∼1490 mAh/g (∼1635 mAh/g) at 0.1 C up to 100 cycles when discharged
to 0.1 V (0.01 V).

KEYWORDS: silicon anode, Bucky paper, three-dimensional current collector, Li-ion battery, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy,
fast diffusion

■ INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC) goals for
low-cost electric vehicle (EV) batteries by 2023 is 15 min
charging for 80% of the pack capacity, along with other key
metrics (US$75 kWh−1, 550 Wh/L, and 275 Wh/kg at the cell
level).1 To achieve these goals, it is imperative to redesign the
conventional Li-ion battery (LIB) electrode composition and
configuration by using both new materials and novel
architectures for better cathodes (e.g., sulfur) and anodes
(e.g., silicon). Graphitic anodes initially enabled LIBs to
become commercially viable and are still used widely due to
their low cost and excellent stability. Different forms of carbon,
such as graphite, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon fibers,
exfoliated graphene, reduced graphene oxide, etc., have also
been used as anodes albeit with incremental improvement in
battery capacity.2 The close proximity of the graphene-based
material’s potential to that of Li+/Li0 makes carbon anodes
particularly susceptible to Li plating. Therefore, anode
chemistries with safer working voltages are attractive for fast-
charging batteries.1 Beyond graphite anodes, titanium-based
oxides (e.g., lithium titanate or LTO) also have received much
attention because they show a low volume change (2−3%)

upon Li insertion/de-insertion, in addition to exhibiting an
excellent cycling life.3−6 Despite their advantages, intercalating
anodes based on carbon and LTO have limited theoretical
capacities of ∼375 and ∼600 mAh/g, respectively. Alter-
natively, many conversion/alloying anodes have emerged and
are poised to displace existing intercalation anodes.7

Although many conversion/alloying anodes are available, Si
anodes have received much attention because Si has both the
highest gravimetric capacity (4200 mAh/g, Li22Si5) and
volumetric capacity (9786 mAh/cm3). Such a high specific
capacity arises from the formation of intermetallic Li−Si binary
compounds, such as Li12Si7, Li7Si3, Li13Si4, and Li22Si5.
However, the practical application of Si anodes has been
impeded by the lower electrical conductivity of Si, large
volume expansion upon lithiation (∼400%) during first
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discharge, and pulverization during subsequent cycling.8−10

Additionally, phase changes that occur during cycling of Si
anodes lead to a decrease in the specific capacity during the
first irreversible cycle.10,11

In the recent past, much research has focused on using Si
nanostructures (e.g., Si nanoparticles or Si NPs) because of
their ability to resist mechanical degradation at the particle
and/or electrode level. As discussed in ref 12, many studies
investigated the mechanism of stress generation, cracking, and
fracture of silicon (which is dependent on the size of Si) using
numerical calculations,13 scanning electron microscopy
(SEM),14 and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).15

Based on these studies, the critical fracture sizes of crystalline
Si nanostructures were identified to be ∼150−400 nm
depending on the electrochemical reaction rate.16 Liu et al.16

reported that the size of Si NPs is strongly related to cracking.
They observed cracking in individual NPs only above 150 nm.
Smaller sized NPs have higher stress-to-strain tolerance, which
prevents pulverization. Aghajamali et al.17 also reported the
size-dependent effect by using the Si NPs of 3, 5, 8, and 15 nm.
They were able to achieve 500 stable cycles with a 1000 mAh/
g specific capacity. More interestingly, they found that ∼3 nm
Si NPs were more stable compared to the 15 nm, which again
highlights the importance of nanosizing to improve the
performance of Si anodes. In addition to nanostructuring, Si
NPs have also been mixed/attached with a conducting
polymer/binder or coated/mixed with some form of carbon
(graphene/CNT/graphene oxide matrix) to achieve better
performance by improving electrical conductivity at the
electrode level.8,18−24

Despite these improvements at the active material (AM)
level, two important challenges still remain with regard to Si
electrode configuration: (1) reducing the interfacial resistance
between the current collector (CC) and AM (i.e., CC−AM
interface or CCAMI) consistently over hundreds of cycles with
new electrode architectures to achieve better performance. In
the case of Si anodes, Si AM particles (even if they are
impervious to pulverization) fuse into each other due to
volume expansion during lithiation, leading to cracks and
electrically disconnected regions within the AM layer over a
few cycles, which could eventually result in physical
delamination. Electrode architectures that facilitate low
CCAMI by accommodating crack formation and delamination
are necessary for achieving electrodes with long cyclability and
(2) designing electrode architectures that facilitate fast
diffusion of Li+ in and out of a reaction site while mitigating
Li+ plating on the electrode surface. In an electrode limited by
diffusion, only a certain amount of Li+ can enter the active
material per unit time at a given temperature. Following initial
lithiation of AM, the rate at which more Li+ can enter
decreases. This effect is highly pronounced if the diffusion
impedance is high. If Li+ transport to the surface of the
electrode is faster than the rate that AM can react with Li+, Li
can plate on the surface of the electrode and eventually lead to
cell failure. Finally, the electrode architecture should ideally
lead to low diffusion time constants to improve the overall
capacity. These challenges are later referred to as challenges 1
and 2 in the article.
We previously showed that a simple CCAMI layer (viz., a

few micron thick layer of sp2-activated carbon or of CNTs on
Al) plays a very critical role in improving the cathode
electrochemical performance (especially high charge rates up
to 4 C) in accordance with USABC goals.25,26 Additionally,

some previous articles have reported an improvement in the
CCAMI by applying an interfacial layer of carbon materi-
als.27−32 Nevertheless, such electrodes do not address diffusion
issues (i.e., mitigating the possibility of Li+ plating) and are still
limited to a laminated structure of conventional batteries that
restricts the ion transport between electrodes to be only one-
dimensional in nature. While the concept of extending battery
architecture into three dimensions has been proposed for more
than a decade,1 large-scale three-dimensional (3D) electrodes
that simultaneously alleviate CCAMI and diffusion issues have
not yet been realized.
In this article, we show that it is necessary to address the

above two challenges simultaneously to improve battery
performance. To this end, using 100 nm Si NPs, we prepared
(a) electrodes with an interfacial layer (activated carbon
represented as C and graphene) that address CCAMI (Cu/Si
NPs (bare Cu), Cu/C/Si NPs (Cu/C), and Cu/graphene/Si
NPs (Cu/graphene)), (b) electrodes that use an ion-
permeable CNT Bucky paper or BP as the current collector
(BP/Si NPs or Bucky; Figure S1), and (c) quasi-3D electrodes
with Si NPs sandwiched between two freestanding BPs (BP/Si
NPs/BP or Bucky sandwich). All of the electrodes were
prepared using traditional coating techniques that are
amenable for scalable production (see the Supporting
Information for a detailed discussion of materials and
methods). The incorporation of an interfacial layer in (a)
viz., Cu/C and Cu/graphene electrodes led to an ∼20−60%
enhancement in the gravimetric capacity relative to bare Cu
due to a reduction in the CCAMI resistance. In (b), we
alleviated the need for the traditional Cu current collector and
addressed the diffusion impedance issue by using an entangled
quasi-two-dimensional (2D) CNT BP, which led to an
∼1200% increase in capacity. Given that CNTs are permeable
to Li+ ions, we used two BPs to achieve a sandwich structure
encapsulating Si NPs in (c) to address the CCAMI and
diffusion impedance issue simultaneously. This was found to
result in an ∼1900% increase in capacity. We analyzed the
changes in the electrochemical processes in different electrodes
using detailed electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
studies. Our EIS studies showed that Bucky sandwich
electrodes significantly reduce Warburg impedance and
CCAMI resistance. Consequently, we found that Bucky
sandwich outperforms both Si NPs/BP and Si NPs/Cu/C or
Cu/graphene electrodes with a capacity as high as ∼500 mAh/
g after 500 cycles at 0.1 C for 100 nm particles and up to
∼1490 mAh/g after 100 cycles at 0.1 C for 30 nm Si NPs when
discharged to 0.1 V. Furthermore, we found that Bucky and
Bucky sandwich electrodes are stable even at rates as high as 4
C.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Traditionally, CCAMI is addressed by coating an sp2-activated
carbon layer on Cu foil prior to coating the AM slurry
containing AM, binder, and conducting additives. Similarly,
graphene has also been used as a thin CCAMI layer to improve
the interface between Cu and AM.33 However, as detailed in
the following discussion, these interfacial layers only lead to
incremental improvements as they do not address issues of a
3D contact between CC and Si NPs (challenge 1) or Li+ ion
diffusion in the electrode by having a current collector that is
permeable to Li+ (challenge 2).
As shown in the electron micrographs in Figure 1a−c, Si

NPs adhered well to all of the substrates upon coating. Unlike
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the Cu current collector in samples (bare Cu, Cu/C, Cu/
graphene), Si NPs are more uniformly in contact with CNTs in
samples Bucky and Bucky sandwich due to the porosity and
flexibility of the BP, inherently tubular nature of CNTs, and
their high specific surface area compared to Cu electrodes. It
should be noted that elemental maps of Bucky sandwich, Si
NPs/BP, and Si NP/Cu electrodes are discussed later in
Figures 6−8. It should be noted that the SEM images for
samples (bare Cu, Cu/C, Cu/graphene) look similar as the
interfacial layer is very thin (<100 nm). More importantly, in
samples (Cu/C, Cu/graphene), the Cu surface or the
interfacial layer (activated carbon or graphene) is directly in
contact with only the bottom-most layer of the coated Si NPs.
However, the AM layer containing Si NPs/conductive
additives/binder is ∼36 μm in all of the samples. Thus, as
shown in Figure 2a, only the bottom-most layer of Si NP
particles within the AM layer is in direct contact with either the
interfacial layer or the Cu foil. However, in the case of BP-
based electrodes (viz., Bucky and Bucky sandwich), the contact
between the current collector and Si NPs is not limited to the
bottom-most layer but is more uniform throughout the
electrode, particularly in the case of Bucky sandwich (Figure
2b). More importantly, different Si NPs within the AM layer
fuse due to volume expansion of Si upon lithiation. Thus, large
cracks often develop within the electrode over a few cycles. As

discussed later, Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes facilitate
excellent electrical connection even in the presence of large
cracks within the AM layer.
Although it is known that Si NPs (<150 nm) are more

resistant to pulverization, electrodes that do not address
CCAMI are not useful for long cycling at high charge rates. In
the case of Cu-based electrodes (viz., bare Cu, Cu/C, Cu/
graphene), the CCAMI resistance across the plane is very high
because interfacial layers such as graphene or activated carbon
are only good in-plane conductors. On the other hand, samples
Bucky and Bucky sandwich provide a more uniform electrical
contact with Si NPs alleviating the issues with possible
delamination. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2b, even if the
AM layer delaminates at higher rates, the Bucky sandwich is
capable of containing the AM within the electrode without
significantly affecting the performance.
To understand the changes in charge-transfer resistance in

electrodes used in this study, we performed extensive EIS
studies to understand the influence of CCAMI resistance in
laminated Cu electrodes and BP/sandwich electrodes (Figures
3, S2, and S3). In a typical EIS experiment, a small sinusoidal
ac voltage of fixed frequency (scanned from milliHertz to
several megaHertz) is applied to an electrochemical cell and
the ensuing current is measured. A typical battery EIS response
is shown in Figure 3a with high- and low-frequency regions. As
shown in Figure 3a−c, EIS responses of all of the electrodes
showed a semicircle in the high-frequency region, while a line
was observed in the low-frequency region. Traditionally, EIS
responses are fit to a circuit that consists of a bulk electrolyte
resistance (Ro), a charge-transfer resistance (Rct), a double
layer capacitance (Cdl) of the electrode−electrolyte interface,
and a Warburg impedance (ZW) arising from the diffusion of
the electroactive species. A resistor Rs and a capacitor Cs,
connected in parallel, are often added to the circuit to take into
account the formation of surface film at the electrode surface.
Such traditional circuits that are often used for battery
electrodes did not yield good fits to our data. In such cases,
a constant-phase element (CPE) is often used to improve the
fit based on an assertion that the distribution of time constants
is present in the system under investigation.34 In our case,
good fits were obtained by using CPEs Qs and Qct (Figure S4).
Although the use of CPE can provide some relevant
information about frequency-independent charge-transfer

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrographs of different electrodes: (a) a
traditional Si NP anode coated on Cu foil, (b) an electrode prepared
similar to (a) by replacing Cu foil with a lightweight randomly
entangled freestanding network of CNTs known as Bucky paper (BP),
(c) Si NPs are coated on a first BP and then sandwiched with a
second BP layer to provide a three-dimensional architecture. All of the
electrodes are prepared using the standard conventional coating and
drying processes used in Li-ion battery manufacturing.

Figure 2. (a, b) Schematic representations of Cu-based and BP-based electrodes, respectively. While only the bottom-most layer of Si NPs (below
the dashed line in (a)) is in direct contact with either the interfacial layer or Cu foil surface, there are more uniformly distributed electrical and
thermal contacts in the BP-based electrodes. Thus, even in the presence of large cracks (shown in white), the BP-based electrodes maintain
excellent electrical connection.
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resistance, it does not provide any direct physical insights into
time constants.34 To directly understand the nature of the time
constant distribution (assumed to be present for CPE fitting, as
discussed later in Figure 9), we fitted the total impedance (Z)
as a function of frequency. Using the CPE fits, as shown in
Table S1, Rct values for Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes
(∼21 and 25 Ω, respectively) were found to be significantly
lower compared to other Cu-based electrodes after 25 cycles.
Again, it is worth noting that the fits using CPE provide good
estimates of frequency-independent Rct values but do not
describe frequency-dependent physical phenomena (e.g.,
diffusion impedance) completely. Although bare Cu foil
showed a high Rct of ∼643 Ω, Cu/C and Cu/graphene
electrodes showed much lower Rct ∼58 and ∼73 Ω after 25
cycles, respectively. Such a decrease is expected because the
presence of interfacial carbon and graphene layers reduces Rct
similar to BP-based electrodes. Indeed, from the standpoint of
Rct, Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes were comparable to
Cu/C and Cu/graphene. Although such a comparable Rct
suggests that the electrochemical performance of Bucky, Bucky
sandwich, Cu/C, and Cu/graphene should be similar, we
found that Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes significantly
outperformed Cu/C and Cu/graphene. We attribute such a
difference in performance to a faster diffusion time constant in
Bucky electrodes. The diffusion time constants are discussed
later in Figure 6 after highlighting the salient features of the
overall electrochemical performance in Figures 4 and 5.
As shown in Figure 4a,b, we also evaluated the electro-

chemical performance of all of the electrodes by assembling
coin cells. All of the coin cells were tested between 0.1 and 1 V
to avoid the amorphous-phase transformation of Si below 0.1
V. We tested the cells under different C-rates (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 4,
and 0.1 C) for five cycles each (Figure 4a,b). It can be clearly
seen that Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes showed a
much superior gravimetric capacity at all of the rates compared
to the other electrodes. More importantly, our rate capability
tests showed that Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes were
able to withstand rates as high as 4 C. In the case of Bucky
sandwich, we found an average capacity of ∼595 mAh/g for
the first 5 cycles, which could be recovered even after cycling at
4 C. The charge and discharge profiles for all electrodes are
shown in the Supporting Information, Figures S5 and S6. Our
cycling stability tests (Figure 4c,d) showed that the Bucky and
Bucky sandwich electrodes are stable up to 500 cycles at a 0.1
C rate with up to 71% capacity retention (∼385 and 500 mAh/
g for Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes, respectively). In

addition, we provide the volumetric capacity of the samples
discussed above in Figure S7.
It is interesting to note that the Cu/C and Cu/graphene

electrodes showed much lower capacity (∼40 and 50 mAh/g
at 0.1 C after 25 cycles, respectively) compared to Bucky and
Bucky sandwich electrodes (∼380 and ∼620 mAh/g after 25
cycles, respectively) although their Rct values were an order of
magnitude lower than bare Cu electrodes (cf. Figure 3 and
Table 1). Thus, the superior performance of Bucky and Bucky
sandwich cannot be attributed only to a decrease in the charge-
transfer resistance between the bottom-most AM layer and Cu
foil. Another important factor that contributes to the improved
performance of Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes is their
ability to facilitate a three-dimensional electrically connected
network that lowers the CCAMI over the entire AM layer
(which addresses challenge 1 discussed in the Introduction
section). Although Si NPs <150 nm mitigate pulverization
effects, their volume expansion upon lithiation leads to fused Si
NPs with larger diameter. In the case of our electrodes, the Si
NP average diameter increases from <100 nm to a few microns
within 10 cycles (Figure 5a−c). Such fusion of Si NPs leads to
large cracks in the AM layer that in turn result (see Figure 2) in

Figure 3. (a) EIS spectra for all electrodes at 0.1 V for the 25th cycle. The inset shows that the BP-based electrodes display a significantly lower
resistance (∼20−30 Ω) unlike bare Cu (∼450 Ω). (b, c) EIS data for 1−25 cycles for BP/Si NPs/BP and bare Cu/Si NP electrodes, which
suggests that the resistance does not show much change after 25 cycles for all of the electrodes. The inset in (b) shows a magnified view of EIS
spectra for the BP/Si NP/BP electrode.

Figure 4. (a) Rate capability tests of coin cells made of electrodes
used in this study, (b) a magnified view of the data shown in the box
in (a), (c) cyclability of electrodes used in this study at a 0.1 C rate,
and (d) a magnified view of the cyclability of Cu-based electrodes.
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complete electrical disconnection of many regions from the
CC even if the AM layer is not mechanically delaminated. For
instance, our detailed cross-sectional SEM images of electrodes
after cycling showed that significant cracks develop within AM
layers for Cu-based electrodes over only 10 cycles (Figure 5d−
f). In the case of Bucky and Bucky sandwich structures, we
found that the CNTs act as interdigitated electrical
connections even over many cycles (see Figure 5g−i). Indeed,
as seen in Figure 5g−i, such interdigitated CNT connections in
Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes allow them to withstand
high rates up to 4 C unlike Cu-based electrodes (cf. Figure 4a).
In addition to SEM images in Figure 5, cross-sectional and top-
view elemental maps for C, Si, Fe (which is present as a
catalyst particle inside CNTs in BPs), and Cu for all electrodes
after 0, 10, and 100 cycles are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Although cross-sectional images of Bucky and Bucky

sandwich (see Figure 6) showed no delamination, their top-
view images (Figure 7) showed the presence of cracks within
the Si NP layer. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 7f, we found
that CNTs (appearing green due to the presence of the Fe
catalyst) in BP/Si NP electrodes provide conducting channels
through the cracks unlike the Cu/Si NP electrode (cf. Figure
2). Finally, as shown in Figure 8, we also obtained cross-

sectional images of the BP/Si NP/BP electrode. Clearly, we
were able to find Si NPs sandwiched between BPs even after
100 cycles (cf. Figure 8h) concurring with low charge-transfer
(cf. Figure 3) impedance and superior electrochemical
performance of BP-based electrodes.

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs showing a top view of Si NPs on Cu electrodes after (a) 0, (b) 10, and (c) 100 cycles. Cross-sectional
scanning electron micrographs of the Cu electrode after (d) 0, (e) 10, and (f) 100 cycles. The cracks within the AM layer are highlighted using
white arrows. In the case of Bucky sandwich (g) electrodes, the tubular nature of CNTs allows them to envelop Si NPs providing a percolating
electrical path even in the presence of large cracks. Even after (h) 10 and (i) 100 cycles, the tubular nature of CNTs is still retained.

Table 1. Charge-Transfer Resistance, Warburg Coefficients,
and Diffusion Time Constants Derived by Fitting EIS Data

sample name
Rct (Ω)

(25th cycle)
Warburg coefficient

(Ω/s1/2)
τ

τ

D

D

sample

bare Cu
bare Cu 643 232 1
Cu/C 58 23 9.7
Cu/graphene 73 15 15.11
Bucky 25 4 55.6
Bucky sandwich 21 1.5 150.5

Figure 6. Cross-sectional elemental maps for (a−c) BP/Si NPs/BP,
(d−f) BP/Si NPs, and (g−i) Cu/Si NPs at different stages (as
prepared, 10 cycles, and 100 cycles) show that the layer of Si NPs
does not delaminate from the electrodes upon cycling. As shown by
the white arrow in panel (c), Si NPs are still sandwiched between BPs
even after 100 cycles. Different colors correspond to different
elements (magenta for C, red for Si, blue for Cu, and green for
Fe). It should be noted that Fe catalyst particles embedded in CNTs
appear in BP/Si NPs and BP/Si NPs/BP electrodes. All of the scale
bars are 100 μm.
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Returning to Figure 3, it can be seen that Bucky and Bucky
sandwich electrodes facilitate fast diffusion of Li+. In the case of
bare Cu, Cu/C, and Cu/graphene electrodes, the frequency
region of the EIS spectrum (<10 Hz) shows a clear semi-
infinite diffusion element (observed as a line following the
semicircle in Figure 3) due to the presence of the metallic
current collector interface. In the case of semi-infinite diffusion,
the Warburg impedance ZW can be expressed in the complex
plane as35

σ ω= − −Z j(1 )W
1/2

(1)

In the above equation, σ is the Warburg coefficient and ω is
the frequency. As shown in Figure 9 and Table 1, we found

that the Warburg coefficients (obtained from fitting |ZW| vs
ω−1/2) for Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes are
significantly low compared to those for bare Cu, Cu/C, and
Cu/graphene. Such a difference could be attributed to the
ability of Li+ ions to diffuse into BP and facilitate fast diffusion
through a quasi-3D network of CNTs. As discussed in refs 35,
36, the Warburg coefficient is directly proportional to the
diffusion time constant for Li (τD)

σ
τ

=
Q M
nFC 2
I w D

(2)

In eq 2, QI is the specific capacity, Mw is the molecular weight,
F is the Faraday constant, and n is the charge-transfer number
of lithium. The Warburg coefficient for Bucky sandwich
electrodes was at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller compared
to that for bare Cu (see Table 1). Although Cu/C and Cu/
graphene significantly reduced the charge-transfer resistance,
their Warburg coefficients are an order of magnitude higher
than Bucky and Bucky sandwich electrodes (see Table 1).
Using eq 2, the diffusion time constant for Bucky sandwich
(/Bucky) electrode is 150 times (/55 times) lower than those
for bare Cu electrodes. This suggests that CNTs in BPs
significantly reduce the diffusion constant and thus increase the
capacity (see Table 1).
Given the observed improvement in the case of 100 nm Si

NPs (as discussed in Figures 1−9), we prepared Bucky
sandwich electrodes using ∼30 nm Si NPs with a significantly
higher surface area (∼257 m2/g). As expected, we observed a
significant increase in the gravimetric capacity compared to
Cu-based electrodes. Indeed, as shown in Figure 10, we found
that Bucky sandwich with high-surface-area Si NPs leads to
capacities as high as 1635 mAh/g at 0.1 C when discharged
between 0.01−0.1 V and ∼1490 mAh/g at 0.1 C for 0.1−1 V
window. Furthermore, we found that the electrodes were
highly stable up to 100 cycles. Finally, a table comparing the
capacity of the Bucky sandwich electrode with other electrodes
of similar mass density is presented in Table S2.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrated that Bucky sandwich electrodes
simultaneously mitigate diffusion impedance in addition to the

Figure 7. Top view of electrodes and corresponding elemental maps
for (a−c) BP/Si NPs/BP, (d−f) BP/Si NPs, and (g−i) Cu/Si NPs
after 100 cycles. As shown by the white arrow in panel (f), CNTs in
BP provide electrical contact through the cracks unlike Cu/Si NPs.
Different colors correspond to different elements (magenta for C, red
for Si, blue for Cu, and green for Fe). The top view of BP/Si NPs/BP
(panel a) shows the surface of BP instead of Si NPs as Si NPs are
sandwiched below the top BP layer. It should be noted that Fe catalyst
particles embedded in CNTs appear in BP/Si NPs and BP/Si NPs/
BP electrodes. All of the scale bars are 100 μm.

Figure 8. Cross-sectional electron micrographs and corresponding
elemental maps (Si and C) of BP/Si NP/BP electrodes after (a−c) 0,
(d−f) 10, and (g−i) 100 cycles. All of the scale bars are 100 mm.

Figure 9. Impedance is plotted as a function of the inverse square root
of frequency for obtaining the Warburg coefficients from the slope.
The data for bare Cu in the inset figure is similar.
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large charge-transfer impedance. The Bucky sandwich electro-
des with Si NPs (diameter ∼30 nm) exhibited a capacity as
high as ∼1635 mAh/g (∼1490 mAh/g) while discharged to
0.01 V (0.1 V) after 100 cycles. Furthermore, (i) these Bucky
electrodes were able to withstand a high C rate of 4 C, where
traditional electrodes containing Si NPs fail, (ii) our extensive
EIS studies revealed that the Li-ion diffusion time constant is
∼150 times smaller than that of traditional Cu-based
electrodes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Materials and Electrode Preparation. Electrode slurry was

prepared by mixing Si NPs (100 nm from MTI Corp; 30 nm from
ACS materials), poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF, Sigma-Aldrich),
and TIMICAL Graphite and Carbon super P (MTI Corp) with a
mass ratio of 6:2:2 in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Sigma-Aldrich).
First, PVDF was dissolved in NMP at 80 °C, and then a mixture of
the Si NPs and Super P was added at room temperature. The slurry
was stirred for 12 h to form a viscous homogeneous mixture. It was
coated on Cu foil (MTI Corp), carbon-coated Cu foil (MTI Corp),
3−5 layer graphene-coated Cu foil (ACS material), and a 60 GSM
Bucky paper (Nanotech Lab) using an adjustable doctor blade. The
coated samples were dried for 12 h at room temperature and another
12 h at 100 °C in a precision compact oven. Working electrodes of
diameter 10 mm were punched. The Brunauer−Emmett−Teller
(BET) surface area of 100 nm Si was found to be ∼80 m2/g and 30
nm Si was ∼257 m2/g. For the Bucky sandwich electrode, another
Bucky (same diameter as that for the working electrode) was punched
and pressed together with the working electrode.
Material and Electrochemical Characterization. Scanning

electron microscopy and elemental map images were obtained using
a Hitachi SEM-4800. CR2032-type coin cells were assembled using a
working electrode and a Li chip (15.6 nm diameter × 0.45 mm
thickness, MTI Corp) as the counter electrode, inside the glove box.
For the electrolyte, we used 1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6)
in ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (v/v = 1:1, Sigma-
Aldrich). Celgard 2325 (Celgard, LLC) was used as the separator.
The galvanostatic charge/discharge was performed using an MTI
battery analyzer system in the voltage range of 0.1−1.0 V unless
specified otherwise (for example, during deep discharge). First, the
rate capability test was performed at different C-rates (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2,
and 4 C), and then, cycling stability was performed for only 0.1 C rate
(1 C = 4200 mA/g) for all batteries. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out from 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz at 0.1 V by
applying an ac amplitude of 10 mV. EIS data were fitted using Gamry
Echem analyst software.
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